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ABSTRACT
In many cities, bus routes sometimes share common sections.
When several bus routes share a common section between two points A and
B, the passenger willing to go from A to B is faced by the problem of
choosing which bus line(s) to take. Because some routes might have a
very long travel time between A and B. he may disregard them. We assume
that the passenger will choose an optimal strategu: he/she will select
a subset among the set of all routes nassing through A and B so as to
minimize his total expected travel time (expected waiting time + expected
in-vehicle travel time). Once this subset is selected, the passenger
will take the first vehicle serving one of the routes in this subset,
arriving at A.
The purpose of this thesis is to study the problem of the
passenger route-choice decision in a probabilistic framework: on each
bus line, the headway has a certain known distribution and the passenger
arrives at a random time at the bus stop, so that the time for the first
bus of each line to arrive at A is also a random variable. Because we
show that only the expected value of in-vehicle travel time between A
and B for each line matters, in-vehicle travel times are considered
deterministic.
First, we review the problem of choosing a subset and show that
the shortest travel time route is always included in the optimal strategy
both for the case of the passenger who has just arrived and for the case
of the passenger who has already waited for a while, We review the Chriqui
and Robillard heuristic solution for the optimal strategy, find conditions
under which it fails and provide counterexamples. The failure of this
heuristic in the general case prompts the performance of an extensive
investigation of the case of three bus lines. We demonstrate that many
properties which we might expect to be true are indeed valid in the cases
of negative exponential and deterministic headways. But they appear to be
false in the most general case; there is at least one class of distributions
for which these properties fail to hold. There seem to be very few general
statements that can be made regarding optimal strategies unless the waiting
time distributions are further constrained. The case of four bus lines also
show how much more complicated the problem becomes as the number of routes
increases.
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The problem of the "clever" Dassenger, who has already waited
for a certain time, and takes this time into account in making his route-
choice decision is described subsequently. We discover that it is possible
to find some distributions for which the remaining waiting time actually
increases with the time the passenger has already waited.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Amedeo R. Odoni
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1
The Problem and Some Observations
1.1 Introduction
In large cities operating an extensive mass transit network, pass-
engers are often faced with the problem of "common bus lines". Some
routes share common route segments and passengers must select the buses
and bus lines they will ride on.
Claude Chriqui and Pierre Robillard [1] have formulated this pro-
blem as an optimization problem, within a probabilistic context, which
gives the optimal subset of routes "to be selected", based on "perceived"
travel time.
As an example, suppose that several routes share a common section
between points A and B:
A passenger wishing to travel from A to B has the choice of using
just one of the bus lines connecting A and B or all bus lines, or more
generally a subset of these bus lines. The purpose of this thesis is
to study this problem within a probabilistic framework, taking into
account the frequencies and the speeds of each competing line, in a
fashion similar to the work of Chriqui and Robillard.
The central idea is that a passenger wishing to travel from A to B
will not necessarily use just any one of the routes connecting A and B,
but may disregard some of them which might have a very long travel time
between A and B.
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We assume that the passenger will make his decision regarding the
choice of routes to use based on total travel time. His problem is to
select a subset among the set of all routes passing through A and B so
as to minimize his total travel time, made up of his expected waiting
time and his expected in-vehicle travel time.
Once this subset is selected, the passenger will take the first
vehicle serving one of the routes in this subset to arrive at A.
Three basic assumptions are used to solve this problem:
i) The routes are statistically independent.
ii) The passenger arrives at the bus stop in A at a random time
and independently of the route schedules.
iii) However, the passenger knows the frequency (i.e. the distribu-
tion of the headway) and the in-vehicle travel time between A
and B for all routes, so that he can make "intelligent" decisions
regarding the choice of routes to use.
In this thesis, a heuristic solution of the problem, proposed by
Chriqui and Robillard will be discussed and contradicted. Then, in the
search for a general solution to the problem, the different strategies
available will be compared, first in particular cases of waiting times
distributions and then in the general case.
An extension of the problem is then developed, involving the case
of the "clever" passenger. The "clever" passenger, looking at the time
he/she has already waited at the bus-stop in A, will make his/her deci-
sion depending on this time and may change his/her choice as this time
increases. Thus the optimal strategy of the clever passenger may change
with the passage of time. The Chriqui and Robillard problem is, in fact,
a special case of this new one: it is the case where the passenger has
just arrived at the bus stop in A (the time he/she has already waited is
zero).
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1.2 Notations
Routes are numbered according to the in-vehicle travel time between
A and B, in the order of increasing in-vehicle travel time. If there
are n routes passing through A and B, route number 1 is the one with the
shortest in-vehicle time, route number n is the one with the longest.
Strategies are represented by choice-vectors of length n (number of
th
routes) filled with O's and l's. A 1 in the i position means that
route i is included and used in the strategy, a 0 means that route i
is not selected.
Example:
(1,1, . . .,l): all routes are chosen
(1,0, . . .,0): the passenger will only take a route number 1 bus.
Functions and Parameters:
t : in-vehicle travel time on route r (assumed deterministic);
tl < t2 < . . . < tn
f (t): probability density function of the headway on route r at A.
F (t): cumulative distribution of this headway.
Pr(t): probability density function of the waiting time for the
first bus of route r to arrive at A.
P (t): cumulative distribution of this waiting time.
r
P (t) = 1 - P (t).
r r
X = (. .... ): a choice-vector (strategy)
Px(t): probability density function of the waiting time for the first
bus from the subset of routes represented by X, to arrive at
A.
P (t): cumulative distribution of this waiting time.
x
P (t) = 1 - P (t).
x x
w : waiting time for the first bus of route r to arrive at A
(random variable).
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w : waiting time for the first bus from the subset of routes
x represented by x, to arrive at A, (random variable).
H (x): probability that among the subset of routes represented by
x, a bus of route r will arrive first.
t : in-vehicle time with the strategy represented by x.
x
E( ): expectation of the random variable used in argument,
(discrete random variable).
T : Expected total time with the strategy represented by x.
x
The optimal stategy is represented by the choice vector x minimizing
Tx over all possible strategies.
arrow used in logical relationships. (P) - (Q) means
"P implies Q", i.e. proposition Q is right whenever propo-
sition P is right. The + symbol is transitive: it is
legitimate to write (P) - (Q) -* (R) . .
++: logical equivalence. (P) 4-+ (Q) means that we have both
(P) - (Q) and (Q) - (P)
1.3 Derivation of the Expected Total Travel Time
Since the passenger is supposed to arrive at the bus stop at A, at
a random time, we have a random incidence process and we can apply a
formula derived by R.C. Larson and A.R. Odoni [2]. The probability den-
sity function for the waiting time for the first bus of route r to arrive
is given as a function of the headway of route r by:
1 - F (t)
Pr(t) = r
E (headway)
where F (t) is the cumulative distribution of the headway. The expected
value of the headway is given by fr(u)du which after integrating by
parts equals f ( - Fr(u))du. Therefore, the formula for Pr(t) is
o
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1- F(W(1
This is the expression given by Chriqui and Robillard in their paper.
According to this equation, since F (t) is obviously an increasing
function of t, Pr(t) must be a decreasing function of t.
Furthermore, any decreasing function defined on IR+ and, integra-
ting to 1 can be expressed in the form (1.1) with F r(t) an increasing
function such that F (o) = 0 and t m F (t) = 1, and therefore can
be the probability density function of a waiting time. Since pr is
-r
decreasing, Pr is concave-shaped and Pr is convex-shaped. (Pr(t) =
0
Pr(u)du: pr is the derivative of P r; P (t) = 1 - P (t)).
The derivation of the probability density functions of the waiting
times for all routes constitutes an initial step of the derivation of
the expected total travel time for a strategy defined by a choice-vector
X. Chriqui and Robillard carried out this derivation in their paper and
it is summarized here.
The expected waiting time for a bus of route r is
E( -r] =- Pr @ t) A& (1.2)
This expression is obtained by integrating tpr(t)dt by parts.
Tne waiting time for a bus from the subset of routes defined by
X is
I- X (1.3)reX
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The probability that w is greater than t is theretore the probability
x
that all wr 's are greater than t which is
? to)= I 1V u() (1.4)
Since the routes are statistically independent (ie. w and w ' are
r r
independent random variables for r # r').
Thus, the expected waiting time for a bus included in X is
Etk,-) cL 1)T Pr tt-) a (1.5)
The probability that among the subset of routes represented by X, a
bus route r will arrive first is given by
Hrtxl oa~,o 4-- w J - () = cT PI k (1.6)
I/r
Then, the expected in-vehicle time for a bus from the subset of routes
defined by X is
r* r.X ieX (1.7)
Hence, the expected total travel time for the passenger choosing stra-
tegy X is given by
T)= Z I )t E ( [= T dt00i t (1.8)
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1.4 A Simple Property
An interesting property, useful and intuitively understandable
follows immediately from this expression of the expected total travel
time. The passenger always includes route number 1, the route with the
shortest in-vehicle travel time between A and B, in his/her selected
routes; route number 1 must necessarily be on element of the subset of
routes associated with the optimal strategy.
Furthermore, as we will see in the "clever" passenger study, this
property remains true, no matter how long the passenger has already
waited.
Let X be a strategy not including route number 1 and X = X +
(1, 0....0) i.e. the strategy including the same routes as X plus
route number 1.
We can prove that w , < w (1.9)
x x
and E(tx ,) < E(t) (1.10)
Proof:
* In-vehicle time
From equation (1.6), we can write
Tr(x'FJo,, for r#1 t (1.12)
;eX
wll'+4,j,.t' - 7f..p Lt' ,db" ( 1.13)
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Using (1.7), we deduce
f)=1 00r)= t wgt) 7 E (t"
r ex r-rx 6x
c(X))= .5 Hyt r HCr(0'0) =f0", .4 a +b b,(tL) F:(mfr. (w &6-
re x ik
We have
(1.14)
(1.15)
(integrating by parts)
(1.16)
because p (t) is the derivative of -P x(t) and P x(t) = II P r(t) according
rEX
to (1.14).
Then, since t1 < tr for all r # 1, the following inequality holds:r
(1.17)
tr tr
Hence, we get
Ff - '00 -p, t l- -~pr w W 7 T i w j t:
x x8, , < ex e CxX X
Lgr 4r
Ju rex i EX
i4r
(1.18)
102f(e Pc (t) A=: -?x ) F LE) 3
rex ;ex4r
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Because of expressions (1.14) and (1.15), this means that inequality
(1.10) holds.
E (t,) < E ) (1.10)
* Waiting time
Using (1.3), we have
rex
and
(1.19)
M VI , iifl
'' )
M; 0 %Xrr
VE X
Qnj r.= I
Min urj 4Arrcex
M;# C LrwI
This shows that inequality (1.9) holds too.
(1.9)
* Total time
(1.20)
From those two inequalities (1.9) and (1.10), we get
(1.21)Tx4= E(ws)+ + Ex,) F < Tx = E(y) +-E(tX)
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Strategy X', including route number 1 is better for the passenger
than strategy X. This shows that for any strategy not including the
quickest route, it is always possible to find a strategy which includes
this route and which produces a shorter expected total travel time.
Therefore, the optimal strategy includes the quickest route (route
number 1) necessarily. (End of proof.)
Because of this property, all further work will deal only with
(1, . . .) strategies.
1.5 Non-deterministic In-vehicle Travel Times
In-vehicle travel times have been assumed to be deterministic. If
they are probabilistic, it can be shown that in fact we would only be
interested in their expected values and that furthermore the expressions
already derived are still valid after we replace the in-vehicle travel
times by their expected values.
For that reason, the assumption of deterministic in-vehicle travel
times is not at all restrictive, but is used only to simplify the ter-
minology.
Proof:
tr, in-vehicle time on route r, is here a random variable.
E(tr) is its expected value.
H (X), the probability that a bus of line r arrives first among the
subset of routes represented by X does not depend on the in-vehicle times.
Therefore,
E(yx)= f HrW () E(Lr) (1.22)
rex
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We take the expectation of the total travel times and the average over
the routes available in the strategy.
Then, the expected in-vehicle time is, using equation (1.6),
Elty fZ (1.23)
and the expected total travel time is, adding the expected waiting time
given by (1.5)
T E s ip Er(,)plceTr Pi 9i ath (1.24)
The E(tr) 's simply replace the tr 's in the previous formulae.
-18-
Chapter 2
C. Chriqui's and P. Robillard's Heuristic Solution
2.1 Algorithm
C. Chriqui and P. Robillard [1] proposed the following heuristic
algorithm to solve the problem of the minimization of the expected total
travel time T .
x
1. Let x = (1,0,....0)
x = (1,1,0,....,0)
2. Compare T with T- .
x x
If T > T- (strategy x better than strategy x), the heuristic
x x
solution is x.
Otherwise, let x = (1,1,0...0)
x = (1,1,1,0..0) and compare T- with T
x x
3. Continue this way until T > T-, in which case, the heuristic
x x
solution is x; or x = (1,1,l,...,1) is attained and it is the
heuristic solution.
The motivation for the heuristic is the following: it is logical for
a passenger to let a bus of a given route go by and wait for a bus with
longer in-vehicle time.
However, this statement is misleading. Let rl, r2 be two routes such
that trl < t r2. If the passenger wishes to use a third route, ro, with
a shorter in-vehicle time (t < t < t ), it is possible to have a
r rl r 2
strategy which includes routes ro and r2 but does not include route rl,
be better than another strategy which includes all three routes. The
reason essentially is that in letting a bus of route r, go by, it may be
possible to catch a bus of route r , which has a shorter in-vehicle time.0
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If, however, the first bus to arrive in A, after the disregarded one,
is a bus of route r2 , it may be worth taking it, at that time, rather
than waiting for the following buses of routes ro and r, that may take
a long time to reach A.
For example, in the case of three routes, strategy (1,0,1) can be
better than strategy (1,1,1). The following case, with negative expon-
entially distributed waiting times is an illustration of this. wl, w2,
w3 , are negative exponentially distributed.
-at
Pl(t) = ae a > 0 (2.1)
-bt
P2 (t) = be b > 0 (2.2)
P3 (t) = cect c > 0 (2.3)
a,b,c are the respective arrival rates for each route.
This leads to
'L-+ C AW -+ C
+, + 3 (3c C- 6-tC +4-
Subtracting,
1,0 1) ( 1' - ./) - - (" - ) -- + - (2 .4)
*Note: if the waiting times are negative exponentially distributed
for all routes in the subset represented by x, we have:
1 + t .a
rEx r r -at
Tx r r when p (t) = a e r [1]
x E a r r
rex r
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This difference will be negative, and the strategy (1,0,1) better than
the strategy (1,1,1) for
-- ~ ) C i (2.5)
Furthermore, it can be easily shown that (1,0,0) is the optimal strategy
if the conditions given by (2.5) hold.
But, cases where, surprisingly, (1,0,1) is in fact the optimal
strategy, will be produced too.
C. Chriqui and P. Robillard experimented with this heuristic solution
for different examples in which their algorithm worked out well and gave
the optimal solution. They report being unable to find any counterexamples.
They found it easy to prove that whenever the arrival times are identically
distributed or the travel times are equal, or when the arrival times are
negative exponentially distributed, the heuristic solution is the optimal
one. They conjectured that the heuristic always produces the optimal solu-
tion.
In fact, this heuristic does not always produce the optimal solution
and counterexamples can be found.
2.2 Search for a Counterexample of the Algorithm
In the 3-route case, the algorithm says that if the (1,0,0) strategy
is better than the (1,1,0) strategy, (1,0,0) should be the optimal strategy
and thus (1,0,0) should be better than (1,0,1).
While trying to prove this result mathematically in the general case,
it slowly became evident that this statement may not always be true. Finally,
it was possible to show that this result is not necessarily true even in
the case of uniformly distributed waiting times.
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Let A = (1,0,0)
B = (1,1,0)
C = (1,0,1)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,0) is written TB - TA > 0
(1,0,0) better than (1,0,1) is written TC - TA > 0
The logical relationship to be studied is
TB - TA > 0 TC - TA > 0 (A)
We have according to the general formula (1.8)
T8 ~ Jfj (&)~tlt~P21 *&I&)&(& &thpL)]
Subtracting (2.6) from (2.7) and from (2.8),Ta-,,3=jjt), P,-tZe P(Jt , ~~~ldTcrTA = 0 [ F, M Fip t-) + 0 F3 (Qtl~d
(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
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Then
~ ~rnc-SI +(~--~ p,& P (t- ~ p~tP,( lf)-p 4l CeP3, *d-~T-Ta=CIP~ KJpci~H IC-awa+<t-b ale>-agg ( clt;p @@01dy
Certain parts of both expressions can be integrated directly.
T,-T ~" Cc~i-[Ozf H - ( P,(HJ&dtj7 ,(6,%o~
This reduces to
TS-T = J, [(Ek)'P,1l -Fi( 2(H d
TcTA = _ [kYV-e)1f, . Le- P3 ( t)J ± (&1- tT (Nd b
It is interesting to have the expression of TB - TA and TC - TA
in this form. With t3 - t2 being a positive real number which can be
arbitrarily small, relationship (A) can only be true if the following
relationship holds too.
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
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-I' ldP t[)o aZo (B)
(2.17)f or
where k = t2 - tl is given positive real number and pl a given decreasing
probability density function. (See page 11)
When the problem is expressed this way, we get a strong indication
that relationships (A) and (B) may be false, since T,P 2 , and P 3 are com-
pletely independent. Relationship (B) states that a certain property
which is true with a particular function P2 should be true with any function
P 3.
The heuristic will not give an optimal result if we can find
(k=t 2-tl;Pl), P2 and P3 such that
(00t PHatc (2.18)
and then we simply have to choose
SJtz < '0 c lt (2.19)
to get TB - TA > 0 and TC -T A < 0 which will constitute the counter-
example.
CO 00o
A situation for which J(t).P 2 (t) dt > 0 and Ji(t).P3
can be obtained graphically: o
1I- - - - -- - ------- - -- -_ - - - -
WI &
(t)dt < 0
~~A I
4(e) = k _f, L - .l)
L L-) Fz LI-) ck 0 <%n
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t Ct
P 2 (t) = J P2(u)du and P3(t) = J p3(u)du are continuous, increasing,
concave (pz and P3 are decreasing) functions of t with limit 1 as t
approaches infinity.
is a function with limit 0 as t approaches infinity, which can have
positive and/or negative values depending on the values of k (a positive
real number) and the function pl.
If pl is a negative exponential probability density function, Q
will have a constant sign and cannot have a shape as that represented
on the graph. We have seen that indeed the algorithm works in the nega-
tive exponential case.
-plt)= e0: gives a4t = (4- le-* (2.20)
tU))O if kc >1
q(S<O if kc< (
But, if pl is a uniform distribution, it is possible to obtain
for a shape such as the one shown on the graph.
p (t) = - if t < a
a (2.22)
p (t) = 0 if t > a
Then,
t k-a(t) = -- + -- if t < a
a a (2.23)
(t) = 0 if t > a
and with k < a, we have a function p(t) with negative values for t small,
and then positive values.
-25-
<0
cgco'0.1 > 0
Thus, it seems very likely that we can get a counterexample
( Jlt)PL(t t >o whereas £l i ~ A <o ) with
waiting times uniformly distributed.
2.3 Counterexample With Uniformly Distributed Waiting Times
Let wl, w2 , w3 be uniformly distributed the following way
which gives
P,~t)= -1
o{ c~
0
and
< 0'
where k = t2 - ti
b
fzt = O
(2.24)
(2.25)
(2.26)
(2.27)
(2.28)
-26-
which gives
which gives
P2zt.L I
C
(2.29)
(2.30)
CC (2.31)
5>c
This corresponds to a case in which the headways are deterministic and of
value a, b, and c respectively. Deterministic headways and uniform
waiting times are equivalent concepts.
Counterexample of the heuristic:
C= 4 g)- PHdt >0
0- ()Pt}A 0
(2.32)
(2.33)
We can substitute the expressions of a, P2 and P3 given by (2.23), (2.26),
(2.28) in I and J.
63 75I 14 a = k4 -0If .< b
If a>b
6
(2.34)
jJbfa. 1167 6
(2.35)
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where F is a function defined by
F() = -v--+ (- A ) t + 6A-3 (2.36)
with
Similarly,
if a < c
if a > c
(2.37)
(2.38)
(2.39)
Now we can compare the signs of I and J.
If a < b and a < c, I and J have the same sign. No counterexample
is possible.
In all other cases, the function F(u) defined by (2.36) will play
an important role, therefore, it is useful to study its sign, for u > 0.
Considering F(u) as a second-order polynomial function, we obtain that
if 0 < X< I
3
3
F%) <O0 (2.40)
P(> O 
_
(2.41)
F(k)>o 1O<,LU.% 1 or
F (v-, i k < %UtZ
(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
6c
J= F(1S)40, T~
-28-
where u, and u2 are given by
U = 3 ( I- x- V-3C3 -XI )(1- 1 (2.45)
(2.46)
ul and u2 very as functions of X in the following way:
1/3 1/2
0
72
3/2
1
Therefore using this study and the expression for I and J given by
(2.34), (2.35), (2.38), and (2.39), we obtain the following results for
each case.
- If c< a< b
I > 0 and J < 0 for 1/3 < X < 1/2 and 0 < c < ul (2.47)
a
-Ifb<a<c
if J < 0, necessarily I < 0 too. No counterexample.
31-X)+ \3(3X-Ok+14
-29-
- If a > b, a > c
I > 0 and J < 0 for I <x< - and u,< e2.
and O< S4
Therefore, using (2.37) and (2.45) we will get I > 0 and J < 0
under the following conditions
ae4 < i-t. < (2.49)
S z,
O<. < L<
4 Z
with
where - ___ (2.50)
Now taking into account the term depending on t3 - t2 , we have
according to equations (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17)
TB-TA= : >O and
Tr-T + 0L - U4j ;' = f 3o n- P,&(HA )4t < O
when the above conditions are satisfied and by using the expresions of
p3, P 1 and J given by (2.30), (2.26), and (2.39)/(2.36) we have moreover,
(2.51)
(2.48)
3 -A) - V -3U --,) -0\41)x~T~
C2-_3QE 3 tz-k)c- C (tz-t }o.t3J
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The three conditions (2.49), (2.50), and (2.51) are sufficient and
necessary to obtain a counterexample of the heuristic.in the case of
three routes with deterministic headways.
This result can be checked with an example verifying these conditions.
These conditions are not "easy" to meet: t has to be relatively close
to t3, while, on the other hand, b has to be relatively large with respect
to c.
The counterexample is obtained with routes 1,2,3 such that the
frequency 1/b (reverse of the headway) is quite low on route 2 whereas
the frequency 1/c on a route 3 is much higher while the in-vehicle time
between A and B is not much more penalizing (not much greater) than the
one for route 2.
Let tl = 8 a = 5
t2 = 10 b = 10
t 3 = 10.2 c = 1
(values verifying conditions (2.49), (2.50), (2.51))
we obtain TA = 10.5
TB = 10.58
TC = 10.45
In that case, strategy (1,0,0) is better than strategy (1,1,0) but
strategy (1,0,1) is better than strategy (l,0,0);this constitutes therefore
a violation of the heuristic algorithm.
However, from a practical point of view, the three strategies are not
much different with respect to expected total travel time.
Interestingly, it can be checked that in this particular case, the
optimal solution is (1,1,1) with an expected total travel time T = 10.43
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(still not very different).
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Chapter 3
Comprehensive Study of the 3-Route Case,
Extension to the 4-Route Case
3.1 Introduction to the 3-Route Case
Since the proposed algorithm does not work, it is interesting to try
to discover possible properties of the expected total travel times of
the various strategies offered to the passenger and, more exactly, pro-
perties of the differences between these expected total travel times,
in order to compare the strategies.
Such properties, in the form of logical relationships between
differences in expected total travel times could lead to discovery of a
new approach to finding the optimal solution, a new way of solving the
problem.
A study of the general case (n routes) requires extremely complica-
ted mathematical expressions. The 3-route case is the first non-trivial
case and its study could give fairly good ideas on the way the general
case works. For the 3-route case, general formulae for T - T will be
x y
derived and used in the cases of negative exponential (for route no. 1)
and uniform distributions for waiting times. The results obtained in
these particular cases are then studies in the case of general distribu-
tions.
3.2 General Formulae
This part is devoted to the derivation of Tx, expected total travel
time of strategy x and to Tx - T difference between strategies x and y,
for all strategies x and y.
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Let A = (1,0,0)
B =(1,1,0)
C = (1,0,1)
D = (1,1,1)
These are all possible strategies that include route number one.
TA, TB TC, TB - TA, and TC- TA have already been expressed or
calculated previously in equations (2.6), (2.7), (2.8), (2.15), and
(2.16).
To = " E(i(t) , +? dt = (t)t4 (2.
FATc; -pfUi4t1+ 4 lK~jJ4 + (2.
sbt-Ti (16)fk) - f( 4- (2.:
Tc-T;J [t(-) -, t W]P) k - (t(t 'f-4 ) 1t4) t (2.
subtracting (2.16) from (2.15), we get
6)
7)
8)
15)
L6)
L)
!)
TD is obtained from the general formula (1.8).
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(3.3)
Then, we can derive TD - TC similarly to TB - TA and TC - TA in
chapter 2. Subtracting (2.8) from (3.2) we get,
Th-Tc tf8C-kL1) P ) I?- IJ (t-) - til PAH P ) t) P4 WPWJ 4& (3.4)
Then
(3.5)
4 'rf (&;() P1(e)- A(P t u IJ1A4t '
Certain parts of both expressions can be integrated directly.
TrTc. Lo' )Pt %E rt (%) 3TL)J 3 tW) 1)P1 i)41 : (H e(W (3.6)
This reduces to
(3.7)
Adding (3.6) and (3.1) gives the expression of TD - TB
T AWO
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i.e. T-T F, (L-) (3.9)
Adding (3.9) and (2.15) gives the expression of TD - TA
Expressions (2.15), (2.16), (3.1) or (3.2), (3.4), (3.9) and
(3.11) show the dependency on t2 - tj and tj - t2 of T - T for anyx y
two strategies X and Y, among A, B, C, D. Not surprisingly, only the
relative values of the in-vehicle times tl, t2, t3 , (their differences)
matter.
TB - TA increases with tz - tI.
TC - TA, TD - TB and TD - TA increase with t2 - t1 and t3 - t2 .
TD - TC increases with t2 - tl and decreases with t3 - t2 .
TC - TB increases with t3 - t2 , but there is no general rule with
respect to t3 - t2.
These variations as a function of t2 - tl and t3 - t2 coincide with
our intuition.
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Furthermore, the way these differences T - T , for any two strategies
x y
x and y, is expressed is advantageous. Using general functions D(f) and
(f) of which the argument is a generic function of time f(t), and defined
by
S(f)= -O ) t-P) ] c (3.12)
and tL(-J)= 4- )f p 3 kW P~t) {l ) (3.13)
all formulae can be re-written in the shorter forms.
T-TA = (Pz) (3.14)
To-Tn = ( -)'+) (3.15)
TD-D - (3.18)
I, -TI= ~(3.19)
Another advantage of this notation is that ( is linear and that i
is proportional to t3 - t2 which is a real positive number than can be
made arbitrarily small, and that i is linear and increasing (i.e. 4(g) >
(f) when g(t) > f(t) for any t) and positive if f(t) is positive for any
t, as well. Therefore, if for any four strategies X, Y, Z, U, among
A, B, C, D, the following logical relationship,
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Strategy Y better than strategy X -+ Strategy U better than strategy Z
i.e. T - T > 0 - T2 - T > 0 (see notation for usage of symbol -+)
x y u
with T - T = D(fxy + (gxy ) and T2 - T = Q(f ) + p(g ), is true,
x y xy xy u zu zu
the logical relationship (consisting of the same expressions, dropping the
terms in ), (f xy) > 0 -- D(fzu) > 0 must be true too.
Conversely, if the relationship Q(fxy) > 0 - '(fzu) > 0 is false,
the relationship T - T > 0 -) T - T > 0 is equally false. This
x y z u
property will be used extensively below with the uniform distribution
and the general cases, with the propositions involving only terms in 4
being tested first.
3.2 Case of Three Routes With a Negative Exponentially Distributed
Waiting Time wl
In this section, we examine the case of three routes, for which only
the waiting time for a bus of route number one (wl) is restricted to be
negative-exponentially distributed. This is explained by the following
reasoning: the interesting results about logical relationships concerning
differences of expected total travel times, that we can obtain with all
three waiting times negative exponentially distributed are still valid
when we drop the assumptions of w, and w2 being negative exponential.
w, is negative-exponentially distributed:
) = 4" -  (3.20)
which gives
(3.21))-r'ko-F, tk-)= I Q. 4 CI
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Thus the expression (t2 - tl) pl(t) - Pl(t) has a constant sign as time
varies, positive if t2 - ti > 1/a, negative if tz - t1 < 1/a. Therefore,
the general function c(f) defined by (3.12) will be positive (resp. nega-
tive) when its argument function f(t) is always positive (resp. negative),
if tz - tl > 1/a, and will be negative (resp. positive) when its argument
is always positive( resp. negative), if t2 - ti < i/a. Also, D(f) will
be an increasing function (i.e. P(f) > (g) when f(t) > g(t) for any time
t) if t2 - tl > 1/a and a decreasing function (i.e. c(f) < 0(g) when
f(t) > g(t) for any time t). This is part of the explanation why the
assumption of w i alone being negative-exponentially distributed is so
powerful.
Because of these properties and because (f) is always positive and
using equations (3.14) to (3.18), we always have
T-TT, T- -O-an and T -TA ,0 when -6 >  (3.22)
and
T7i-T4 and T-T. < when (3.23)
Furthermore, because of the complete identity between the signs of
(t2 - tl) - 1/a and TB - TA, the following relationship holds
To-TCr~-~TT O TD- T-T. -TA Tc, T b - T > O (A)
Moreover, we also have
To-T A >o -- T-7A O (B)
and
(C)1 1)-_r >C)::F - Tb -T a > -
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After (3.22), if tz - t1 > 1/a , we have TD-TA > 0 and TC-TA > 0
anyway. If t2 - tj < 1/a, we have TD-T C < 0 according to (3.23). Hence
7c - q = (TI) --TA ) - r ) > T -TA (3.24)
which implies relationship (B).
Similarly, after (3.22) if t2 - tl > 1/a, we have TD-T A> 0 and
TD-T B > 0 anyway. If t2 - tl< 1/a, we have TB-TA < 0 according to (3.23).
Hence,
(3.25)
which implies relationship (C).
Combining relationships (A), (B), (C) and using the transitivity
of symbol -+ , we obtain relationship (E).
Tb-TC>O => 13-T ,O )O =Tb-T9,>O =) C-TA T o'..' >O (E)
which means
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1) - (1,0,0) better than (1,1,0)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
and (1,1,0) better than (1,1,1)
which is remarkable.
(F)
Tb-Ta = TD-TA J- L-T -TA)>To TA
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Interestingly, we can see from this logical relationship that
(1,0,1) cannot be the optimal strategy in this case, because if
(1,0,1) is better than (1,1,1), this proves that, in fact, (1,0,0) will
be the optimal strategy.
The second important result is that, in the case studied in this
section, which is more general than the all negative-exponential case,
Chriqui's and Robillard's heuristic algorithm is still valid.
A last remark is that relationship (E) is composed entirely of logi-
cal equivalencies (+-+) if we have
T >-Tc  0 (3.26)
Then T- T~ Tr= -T > C-TA  (3.27)
which implies
TC-TA )O I T-'TA >0 (G)
and combining with (E)
Similarly, because of (3.26),
To-Tc = To-"Ts 1+CTa-Tc) To-T (3.28)
which implies
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'T-r3'O =- - c  0 (I)
and combining with (E).
- -T, ,-o =- T-Tc -o =; T -7> = , --To-,-O =5-- TcT 7; To (J)
Finally, a combination of (H) and (J) can be written
TOTcO. TS -TADo >-T~ O0 Tc-TQF Y O)TB O (K)
This means that if strategy (1,0,1) is better than strategy (1,1,0),
then
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1) +- (1,0,0) better than (1,1,0)
++ (1,0,0) better than (1,1,1) (L)
+-+ (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
+-+ (1,1,0) better than (1,1,1)
The practical consequence of (L) is that as soon as any one of the
propositions above is true and if strategy (1,0,1) is better than
strategy (1,1,0), (1,0,0) is the optimal strategy.
3.3 Case of Three Routes with Uniformly Distributed Waiting Times
In this section, we examine now the case of three routes for which
the respective headways are deterministic with values a,b,c, i.e. the
probability density functions and the cumulative distributions of the
waiting times wl, w2, w3 are respectively, (as seen in equations (2.25)
to (2.31)),
t~</
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-p10M
0p()-
% ICI
(2.25)
(2.26)
(2.27)with
where
.?,.(L_- 1
b6
-pTMz L0
73 tP3= _
P3 L
?3(W 1c
(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)
C.
tpc
A systematic study has been performed with a programmable calculator
to test the signs of the terms in D in the expressions (3.14) to (3.19)
of the difference of the expected total travel times between any two
strategies X and Y, for all types of values of the numbers k, a, b, and
c. From this systematic study, results in the form of logical relation-
ships like in the previous section, are conjectured with a very high
level of confidence, after these calculations.
For each of the following cases, (P 2 ), 4(P 3 ), and D(P2P 3)
i.e.
(3.29)
S(H -, k.?t, - k Lt) k
54ou =K f k)- P t, u a
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(3.30)
4 (P2-p) ) P W-) P3 L) <L (3.31)
are derived in a similar way as I and J in expressions (2.34) to (2.39),
after equations (2.27) to (2.31). Then D(P2P3), (P 2P 3), P(l-P 2P3),
and D(P2-P3) are computed in the programs, using the following formulae,
true because of the linear property of the general function D(f).
< (FY)= 4 LJ3 Pk33)- = P (p p ) (3.32)
(3.33)
(3.34)
(3.35)
- If a < b < c
~ - 3k,- Q
b
4ko -_ b
~ ~pzpbc
(3.36)
(3.37)
(3.38)
We conjecture, with near certainty, that we have the following logical
relationship.
PS ) = J: L(L). P3 t) at;
-) ~PZ~= ;§ ( l- P2 P3 ez. I - P2 P3, (~P3
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(M)
-If a< c < b
The same formulae as for the first case hold here. But it is now
conjectured that
-If b<a< c
P. ( b1+3b-3jb t3-3k, -3
_ (PS)= 6c
b3 -2k+- a i + .?2A4k
(2 at
We conjecture that
-I3' )-> <! c < )>o -) 0 ( -) I= . (4--3 )o -) (P)>o ) (P3) 0
-If b < c < a
~ ~3j
(N)
(3.39)
(3.40)
(3.41)
(0)
(3.42)
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The same logical relationship, (0),
2c0- GkcZJc z - (Lc +1Zkac
is conjectured here.
(3.44)
(3.45)
-If c < a < b
3 r) 3k+( k 0
6b
-c? 3oc-3kc +4k-a 3
S c3- .7- Qz.3 6 k oQ
LZab
(3.46)
(3.47)
We conjecture that
37 mr?-P3i>o '
z >~ 0c -' 57)
(P)
-If c < b < a
(3.48)
r) Jt to 
<- a?- (3.49)
-2+30 -3k C +6 3.3
(3.43)
-bt+3ab -1kb -i-Oc-3a-
z)>O -OP (PfO3,)>
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SCt .t.tkc t Zt 3 - 4k6-4 + G0 t 6 6,a 6 2k
(2 c. (3.50)
We conjecture, similarly, that
-7 # S tecl-p l ~) HP 3 3 I P(P 2I'a
'1 (F)O)
~ ~(~p~~>0
(Q)
Thus, taking the common part of relationships (M), (N), (0), (P),
and (Q), the following logical relationship will hold in all cases.
(R)
Nevertheless, because of the terms in i which are proportional to
t3 - t2 , in the expressions of T - T , (3.14) to (3.19), for any twox y
strategies X and Y, certain relationships included in (R) do not remain
valid just for any value of t3 - t2.
However, some of them do. The following relationships hold.
(S)
(T)
i(f) is positive whenever f(t) is positive for any t.
Q~5?,> ~ ~1:517,
3j~Pq- kFr (?I.), -;, 0 =- > 4 (-i=59(1+ 1()~
(P (9) -YPlF2) 0~q ><
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Thus,
(3.51)
and
(.3.52)
Therefore, since
(U)
is true according to
We have
(R), relationship (V) is true too.
Z( ) ) - ) > 4- (P3)
- if D(1-P 2 P 3 )>0: D(P3 )>0 because of (R), and then ((1-P 2P 3 ) + 4(P 2 )>0
using (3.52), and D(P 3 ) + (1)>0
- if (1-P2
using (3.51).
!P 3 ) <0
using (3.53).
P(P2P 3)<0 because of (R) and then O(P 2 P 3 )-~(P 2 )<0
Thus, using also the linear properties of D and
-) 4- - t-FPZ )(23
>
(V)
(3.53)
(3.54)
P3
2)
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Therefore, the following relationship will hold in both cases
'(1-P 2 P 3 )>0 and ((1-P 2 P 3 )<0.
P-2 3 y~t)O~ j-(3) ty )~ (w)
Combining (V) and (W) proves
Similarly, using (3.51)
that relationship (S) is true.
and knowing that
is true according to (R), we have the proof that (T) is true too.
All other relationships that we could infer from (R) are violated
for high values of t3 - t2.
Finally, expressing (S) and (T) in terms of T -T , using equations
x yt
(3.14) to (3.18), we obtain the set of relationships
(Y)
and To
- 
-Te  O - T=) -- 7
This means that for uniformly distributed waiting times, i.e. determinis-
tic headways, we have relationships (Z).
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1) -* (1,0,0) better than (1,1,1) +
(1,0,0) better than (1,0,1);and (1,0,1) better than (1,1,1) +
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,0) . (Z)
(X)
'rD - Tc, > =-.) TD -r q ';;0 =' o TC - TA ',7
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This shows that strategy (1,0,1) still cannot be the optimal solution.
We can see also that those relationships valid in this case are
valid in the negative exponentially wl case, but the other relationships
true in the negative exponential case, are no longer valid in the uni-
form distribution case.
The logical relationships discovered here can be verified through
the particular example used as the counterexample for the heuristic-
solution in Chapter 2.
3.4 Case of Three Routes with General Distributions
In this section, the results which were shown valid in the previous
special cases are now studied in the general case.
The first interesting result was the strategy (1,0,1) cannot be
the optimal one in the cases when wl is negative exponentially distributed
or in the uniform distributions case. Unfortunately, this result, which
can be thought to be true intuitively, can be contradicted in the general
case: a counterexample can be found. This counterexample uses the
probability density function
" e (3.55)
This type of distribution will also be used extensively below, to contra-
dict properties predicted by intuition. It is, therefore, interesting
before going on with our study to have a look at some specific properties
of this distribution which is powerful in contradicting propositions we
would think to be true and produces results different from other distri-
butions, particularly the negative exponential and uniform ones.
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Two characteristic peculiarities of this type of distribution may be
seen:
- the probability density function p(t) converges very slowly to
0, as t goes to infinity. n
n
- if the order of the distribution is n (i.e. p(t) = (t+a)n+l),
all moments of order greater than or equal to
n are infinite.
Moreover, interestingly with respect to our waiting time problem,
if the waiting time is distributed at the order n, this means that the
headway is distributed at the order n+l. Using formula (1.1) linking
the probability density function p(t) of the waiting time and the cum-u
ualtive distribution F(t) = f(u)du of the headway, we get that
o
t)_= 
_Q (3.55)
if F -)= 1- a (3.56)
i.e. jH)= t)(3.57)
Going back to our study, let us assume that strategy (1,0,1) is the
optimal one. This means that
-c- Te <0 (3.58)
T- -To > 0 (3.59)
-Ts --Tc (3.60)
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which can be rewritten, according to (3.15), (3.16), (3.19),
i(V3 ) + Y (-i) <O 0 (3.61)
(3.62)
~ (3-q-W() 0 (3.63)
As previously, and following our usual method, the study is first
conducted by dropping the terms in 4, as explained in section 3.2.
Thus, we have, using again the shortened notation k = t2 - tl
(3.64)
(3.65)
(3.66)
jJ, Ck4 [ ,,, k L-q) , P <O
'0l C ktP4 W - P4 tH 2 P, 2t)  H
k-P k 4 ( ) -P, W3 U~kk) -IY&)3 4k ;;.o
(3.64), (3.65), (3.66) are respectively equivalent to
'00 LO~ P3 t -1 ak
O wLt) Po-) &k<
jc' 0 1LW 2.'t-Pst&J
(3.67)
(3.68)
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(3.69)
when
Combining (3.67) and (3.68), and (3.68) and (3.69), we necessarily
have
J- Fp31r) kH J_0-. - P4 2 ) .t P3 ) A
JO PdC-) ~W P 3 ) (H A;
Jg od - PW d 
Reducing the denominators, using the fact that pr(t)4t = 1 and
Pr (t) = 1-Pr(t), and simplifying, we obtain
and (qfat 4t h) tk)& B b t L \
> j,( M( t+ (94 KN )4 (j~)3W)4?+ JgZ 4&f4t() P~f 9)l4
and
-~ 94(~q7)?d1t) Ef1p() i~dHt~i~K~)*+ t j',( J~ ~Wfr *J~DP~I~tj) p lt Jffw tEI tJ
< Tf[?.o d tf .q ['lH (tfMt± J 01(( LC) ktt Pc( ti) + 0t (eff(w )@"dt (3.74)
J:* fatl -fth] ;k
t F) <
COO p\~ rc~ v~~r r
and
(3.71)
(3.72)
(3.73)
(3.70)
J O'O [ F- ]at
I tr t)_ t
~-plt~~ t)P~~)PS~
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We introduce now the type of distribution described above, substitute
it in expressions (3.70), (3.73), and (3.74), and check that the inequal-
ities are verified.
?[... .Qn + 1
and thus PL-) = P
and thus
and thus P(-)= - ,
and thus F3 t- H 4(t+cll
(3.75)
(3.76)
(3.77)
(3.78)
(3.79)
(3.80)
4~~lt~ (0- 9
,94
The various integrals are then
- I
Y,.~-
(3.81)
(3.82)fj.:). .) J -"t0 , ,.,+
(Cp ,->. + ~ n p.+ c (3.83)
OA+-
J. 00 F cx'o t = -'- (3.84)
cl'F I' -aa6 .Y a --- (3.85)
r,4 -
v4 -9 _ (3.86)
M* .+.)' +j - _ (3.87)
We substitute these expressions in, reduce and simplify (3.70), (3.73),
and (3.74), which become respectively
f < 9 (3.88)
(3.89)
(3.90)
Therefore, with the waiting times distributed according to equations (3.75)
to (3.80), and the condition p < q, (3.88), (3.89), (3.90) are true, and
(3.71) and (3.72) will be verified, so that it will be possible to choose
k according to inequalities (3.67), (3.68), (3.69), i.e.
fO ~~, - t-) qd p) J, h J 4UP)L-) Pz.(44'] a(3.91)
P49 (-P4 9) >O
I (-P- I <0
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to insure inequalities (3.64), (3.65), (3.66), i.e. using (,
(3.92)
(P ) -O (3.93)
(3.94)
Finally (3.61), (3.62), and (3.63) will be true, proving that
(1,0,1) is the optimal strategy, if we take t 3 - t 2 small enough, i.e.
precisely, [to have all three (3.61), (3.62), and (3.63) true]
(3.95)3 < k PI) 5(97/QT)
Summarizing this important result, we have shown here that the
optimal strategy for the passenger can be (1,0,1) if the waiting times
W1 , w2 , w 3 are distributed, respectively in the following way:
wi fhe condi
with the conditions
6 p <
JP 4Ik P00 ) ?&kWO PV ) at ______ t -)CLlt
0 -0 < <H ~
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(which is possible after the first condition);and, using the expressions
of ( and p given by (3.12) and (3.13),
[3 t~ -j r l4 JJL) w] r3)Cpo at , 4t-
LO F, L H F(1) P2 () L
(which is possible after the two other conditions)
The other results valid in the two previously examined particular
cases (sections 3.2 and 3.3) are the following logical relationship (Z).
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1) + (1,0,0) better than (l,l,0);and
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1) - (1,0,0) better than (1,1) - (Z)
(1,0,0) better than (1,0,1) .
This means four separate relationships to prove in the general case, or
to contradict
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1) -* (1,0,0) better than (1,1,0) (AA)
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1) - (1,0,0) better than (1,1,1) (AB)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,1) - (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1) (AC)
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1) - (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1). (AD)
The last relationship, (AD), must be false, because otherwise strategy
(1,0,1) could never be the optimal one.
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In fact, all four relationships turn out to be false under the
following conditions, with certain values of t2- t1 and small t3- t2 .
* 4(Ir- .20 (3.96)
.-. PL W I 2 (3.97)
19;' - P3 [  L= (3.99)
(P2 , concave, increasing on ER from 0 to 1 can be arbitrarily close to
1 at any point except 0.) Mathematically, this is valid. 4 is continu-
ous in the topological space of functions integrating on ER . P2 can be
arbitrarily close to the zero-function with respect to the norm of this
space defined by J(1II =fAi ~t) db. Limits can be taken as T2 approaches
zero.
Relationship (AA) is expressed by
Tb-Tc >o -)OT -T O (AE)
i.e. using equations (3.14) and (3.16), and dropping the terms in i as
usual
(AF)6I u fso )(P >0o
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which is, after (3.12), and noting k = t2 - ti.
~~=i.e. kt>z _____ _
(AG)
(AH)
which is only possible for all k when,
J P"tplt )ptt )kC) a - u-) t P,.m a -
(3.101)
If P2 (t) = 1, this becomes
4Cjt)rtlt F f(? t4 hAt J T)3 6pAk (3.102)
With the distributions defined by expressions (3.96) to (3.99), we have
J~~IOM 7ZHC';) d- jg Pt)A. J~"14(We3lizr)
S n, 
- p0, <0
..,. - t-Cc+p) (*p- , ,-- ) , e) (3.103)
which shows that inequality (3.102) is not verified. Thus, relationship
(AA) is not true for waiting times distributed according to expressions
(3.96) to (3.100), certain values of t2 - tl and small t3- t2 . These
values could be determined similarly as previously where t2 - tl and
t3- t2 were found to be given by (3.91) and (3.95), respectively.
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Relationship (AB) is expressed by
T- 'Tc>o =) - TA> ,o
i.e. using equation (3.16) and (3.18), and dropping the terms in i
(AJ)
which proceeding as previously gives
k> " 4 ) t Pt') a J - ( - P Lk>H E FL -) ,
C - - F1 t1') 73L H I 4Ld
(AK)
which is only possible for all k when
(3.104)
If P2 (t) = 1 this reduces to inequality (3.102) exactly as in the
previous analysis (3.101). Thus in the same way as (AA), relationship
(AB) is not true for waiting times distributed according to expressions
(3.96) to (3.100), certain values of t2- t 1 and small t3- t2.
Relationship (AC) is expressed by
T,-TP 70 =-- T(-TA >O (AL)
(AI)
4i QL F3 0 - 7, 3)j;)~
ir T (L-) P2,t o a d joo* Fj LH [ J1-F,+ -tLW3t L-)]
JQO -f4 L H P LLJ~) 3 (o at l- ;:Ol-3fk&
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i.e. using equations (3.18) and (3.15), and dropping the terms in i,
(AM)
which proceeding again as previously gives
I> JrC) (A - .L-) ) A
J-0 -?-It H (I- F, Pp w3~) 46 (AN)
which is only possible for all k when
Ji< ?4 W1 t,- q-tJ W-, ) < 4 $ cJfO P )A> (3
If P2 (t) = 1 this still reduces to equality (3.102). Thus, in the
same way as (AA) and (AB), relationship (AC) is not true for waiting
times distributed according to expressions (3.96) to (3.100), certain
values of t2- t1 and small t3- t2.
Relationship (AD) is expressed by
TD - T. >O =-) 7C - T j >O (A
i.e. using equations (3.16) and (3.15) and dropping the terms in i,
S(P2P?) >O T ( P3 ) (A
which still proceeding as previously gives
fl? (6 PZ"& kt- ) -- k Jr F (w P3tl *- -
,J'O -, t - PZLt) t 4b " -,,, Hl- P3 t (A
.105)
o)
)(A- FZ F-) > - P3) 'o
Jr 4 t -) P3( ) j
jr-fI -)r3kv) l
P)
)
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which is only possible for all k when
(3.106)
Pz tJ . f4-l ) P3 W .
If P2 (t) = 1 this reduces to equality (3.102) once more. Thus, in
the same way as (AA), (AB), and (AC) relationship (AD) is still not
true for waiting times distributed according to expressions (3.96) to
(3.100), certain values of t2- tl and small t3- t2.
3.5 New Logical Relationships
Relationships (AA), (AB), (AC), and (AD) hold true in the special
cases of negative exponential or uniform probability density functions
for the waiting times. In this section we attempt to develop systema-
tically new "composite" logical relationships that would simply reduce,
in the special cases, to consequences of the "single" relationships
(AA), (AB), (AC), or (AD).
More precisely, these new logical relationships will be of the type
(P1)
+ (P3 )
and (P2)
where, at least one of the relationships (Pl) * (P3), and (P2) - (P 3 )
is a relationship among (AA), (AB), (AC), and (AD), or their reverse.
Most of these new relationships designated by (BA) to (BV) would seem
likely to be true in the general case. Of course, those relationships
representing just a transitivity relationship are trivially true and
will not be included.
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Each of the relationships (BA) to (BV) can be studied in a way
which is just direct extension of the method used to study relationships
(AA), (AB), (AC), and (AD). Therefore, in order to avoid a lengthy
presentation here, proofs, similar to those shown for (AA), (AB), (AC),
and (AD) are relegated to an appendix. Only the results are presented
here.
i) (1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,1,0) better than (1,1,1)
is not true for ,,(H} Z
".4.
+ (1,0,0) better than (1,1,1) (BA)
/r()= L t= , 9
with certain values of t2- tl, and small t3- t2.
ii) (1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,1)
-+ (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
This logical relationship is in fact equivalent to the relationships
(AD) and (AC),
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,1) - (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,1) + (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
(AD)
(AC)
which have been proven to be false in the last section.
(BB)
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iii) (1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,1)
+ (1,0,0) better than (1,1,0) (BC)
is not true for
with certain values of t2- tl, and small t3- t2.
iv) (1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,0)
-+ (1,0,0) better than (1,1,1)
No counterexample has been found; and it works with
However, no proof has been found either.
v) (1,1,0) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,1)
is not true for
+ (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
n~)V4
with certain values of t2 - tl, and small t 3- t2.
vi) (1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
+ (1,0,0) better than (1,1,0)
(1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
is not true for
with q > p, and certain values of t2- tl, and small t3- t2.
(BD)
(BE)
(BF)
"P ) +-)= )q ( '" -+
Ct-64a)
~l~rq CC, 5 fQ~P(C+Q)~1
,p3tl= 9 -, Ll= ---
Ctc. - fC
L L-)-
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vii) (1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,0)
is not true for
+ (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
(gt I)f l 4) > d Pabt- r-I
with certain values of t2 - tl, and small t 3- t2.
viii) (1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,1,0) better than (1,1,1)
* (1,0,0) better than (1,1,0)
is not true for p4 U). 4n. ~-~k~r)
with certain values of t2- tl, and small t3- t2.
ix) (1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,1,0) better than (1,1,1)
is not true for same conditions.
x) (1,0,0) worse than (1,0,1)
(1,1,0) worse than (1,1,1)
+ (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1) (BI)
+ (1,0,0) worse than (1,1,1) (BJ)
As with relationship (BD), no counterexample has been found; and it also
works with the particular type of distributions (3.55). No proof has
been found.
xi) (1,0,0) worse than (1,0,1)
(1,0,0) worse than (1,1,0)
-+ (1,0,0) worse than (1,1,1)
(BG)
(BH)
(BK)
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is not true for
with certain values of t2- tl, and small t3- t2.
xii) (1,0,0) worse than (1,1,0)
(1,0,0) worse than (1,0,1)
is not true for
- (1,0,1) worse than (1,1,1)
Y'---
with certain values of t2- t1 , and small t3- t2.
xiii) (1,0,0) worse than (1,0,1)
(1,0,0) worse than (1,1,1)
- (1,0,1) worse than (1,1,1)
This logical relationship is in fact equivalent to the relationships
(1,0,0) worse than (1,0,1) + (1,0,1) worse than (1,1,1)
(1,0,0) worse than (1,1,1) - (1,0,1) worse than (1,1,1)
i.e. relationships (AD) and (AB),
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1) - (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1) + (1,0,0) better than (1,1,1)
(AD)
(AB)
which have been proven to be false, in the last section.
( L t= Q.(tI " p L)=
(BL)
(BM)
-QLW=c -g (- =P
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xiv) (1,0,0) worse than (1,1,0)
(1,1,0) worse than (1,1,1)
is not true for .I-) = -
+Qj n4-
(1,0,1) worse than (1,1,1)
S at .e)- ) 'P3L
with q > p, certain values of t2- tl, and small t3- t2.
xv) (1,0,0) worse than (1,1,0)
(1,1,0) worse than (1,1,1)
is not true for W) -- Y
+ (1,0,1) worse than (1,1,1)
2 - 93t {+
with certain values of t2 - tl, and small t 3- t2.
xvi) (1,0,0) worse than (1,0,1)
(1,1,0) worse than (1,1,1)
is not true for v, ' Y
+t+l
-> (1,0,1) worse than (1,1,1)
zf3= T + ~1= 9
with q > p, certain values of t2- tl, and small t3- t2.
xvii) (1,0,0) worse than (1,1,1)
(1,1,0) worse than (1,1,1)
is not true for same conditions.
- (1,0,1) worse than (1,1,1)
(BN)
(BO)
(BP)
(BQ)
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xviii) (1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,0)
is not true for
+ (1,0,0) better than (1,1,1)
with certain values of t2- tl, and small t3- t2.
xix) (1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,0)
is not true for same conditions.
xx) (1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,0)
- (1,0,0) better than (1,1,0)
-+ (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
is simply false, because we have seen, in the last section, that (1,0,1)
could be the optimal strategy.
xxi) (1,0,0) better than (1,1,1)
(1,1,0) better than (1,0,1)
is not true for
- (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
all
/p,~ti ( - +,Q,)
with certain values of t2- tl, and small t 3- t2 .
(BR)
,Q.,4 PzU 4 - For te a4
(BS)
(BT)
(BU)
439)= 19
k-+ V'+ 
I
1+~.
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xxii) (1,0,0) better than (1,1,1)
+ (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1) (BV)
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,0)
is not true for + -- Q' Pz?)( H .1 I v
with certain values of t2- tl, and small t3- t2.
At this point, we can see that most of these composite relationships
developed from single relationships that are true in the negative expon-
entially and uniformly distributed waiting times cases, have a counter-
example, and therefore are not true, even if they were thought intuitively
to be true. All counterexamples used were constructed with the distribu-
n
na
tion p(t) = (t+a)n+l , that we have described previously, and have used
already extensively. Thus, unfortunately, very few indications are given
by the preceding analysis on how it might be possible to develop a new
algorithm for the general case.
However, for two of the relationships, (BD) and (BJ), the usual
ways of finding and constructing counterexamples have not worked. These
relationships that could be true in the general case are
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
- (1,0,0) better than (1,1,1) (BD)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,0)
(1,0,0) worse than (1,0,1)
- (1,0,0) worse than (1,1,1) (BJ)
(1,1,0) worse than (1,1,1)
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Both relationships do make sense. With regard to (BD), "(1,0,1)
better than (1,1,1)" means that it is better not to use route number 2
and "(1,0,0) better than (1,1,0)" means that it is better not to use
route number 3, while "(1,0,0) better than (1,1,1)", on the other side
of the -+ symbol, means that it is better not to use any of routes number
2 and 3. Similarly, with regard to (BJ), "(1,0,0) worse than (1,0,1)"
means that it is better to use route number 3 and "(1,1,0) worse than
(1,1,1)" means that it is better to use route number 2, while "(1,0,0)
worse than (1,1,1)", on the other side of the -+ symbol, means that it is
better to use both routes 2 and 3.
Nevertheless, no proof of relationships (BD) and (BJ) has been
found in the general case.
3.6 Study of the 4-Route Case
In the 3-route case, we have seen that T -T , for any two strategies
x y
X and Y, could always be expressed using two general functions Q and p,
defined by (3.12) and (3.13), in a way showing the dependency on and
the variations with the differences between the in-vehicle travel times
tl, t2 , t3 .
We will see now that the 4-route case behaves as a (quite complicated)
extension of the 3-route case. Some indications will be given on how
fast the complexity of the situation increases as the number of routes
increases.
Let A = (1,0,0,0) (3.107)
B = (1,1,0,0) (3.108)
C = (1,0,1,0) (3.109)
D = (1,1,1,0) (3.110)
E = (1,0,0,1) (3.111)
F = (1,1,0,1) (3.112)
G = (1,0,1,1) (3.113)
H = (1,1,11,) (3.114)
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These are all the possible strategies that include route number 1.
[Remark: the number of strategies that can be optimal increases very
fast with the number of routes n: the number of strategies is 2n - .]
The number of possible comparisons between strategies is then (2n-1-1).
n-22
From the 3-line case, we have TB-TA, TC-TA TD-TC, TD-TB, TD-TA
and TC-TB, given by formulae (3.14) to (3.19). Now, we can calculate
the other differences. Derivations are not reproduced here because
they are very similar to those of the 3-line case: TE, TF, TG, TH
are obtained in using the general formula (1.81), then the expressions
for the differences are derived as previously, factoring out t2- tl,
t 3- t 2 , t 4 - t3 and integrating (and simplifying) the directly integrable
parts of the expressions.
Similarly as previously, all T -T 's can be expressed in the form
x y
where f(f), ip(f), 42 (f), are general functions of which the argument
f(t) is a function of time t, and defined by the expressions (3.116),
(3.117), (3.118).
J1 - [ 0)z-b, -P.- L)3 ,) W - (3.116)
(3.118)~ylC) ~ht-t3~j~"nctlp,",Blt)~~
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All three functions 4(f), i 1 (f), * 2 (f) are linear in f. 4 1 (f)
and i 2 (f) are respectively proportional to 5- t and t - t+, and
are increasing (41 (f) > 2 (f) whenever f(t) > g(t) for any t.) 1 (f)
and i2 (f) are also positive when f(t) is positive for any t. D is
the same function as previously (see expression (3.12)). 2 is the
extension in the 4-route case, of the 3-route case 9: see expression
(3.13).
When f (t) > 0 (resp. < 0) for any t, T -T increases (resp.
xy x y
decreases) with t2- t1. (CA)
When g xy(t) > 0 (resp. < 0) for any t, T -T increases
x y
(resp. decreases) with t3- t2. (CB)
When h (t) > 0 (resp. < 0) for any t, T -T increases
xy x y
(resp. decreases) with t4 - t3. (CC)
The type of behavior implied by these properties is consistent with
what one might reasonably expect.
General results are given by the following table:
Table 1
T -T
x y
fxy gxy h xy
B(1100)
D(1110)
F(1101)
H(1111)
C(1010)
D(1110)
G(1011)
H(1111)
E(1001)
F(1101)
G(1011)
H(1111)
D(1110)
H(I111)
F(1101)
H(1111)
G(1011)
H(1111)
H(1111)
C(1010)
G(1011)
E(1001)
G(1011)
E(1001)
A(1000)
C(1010)
E(1001)
G(1011)
A(1000)
B(1100)
E(1001)
F(1101)
A(1000)
B(1100)
C(1010)
D(1110)
A(1000)
E(1001)
A(1000)
C(1010)
A(1000)
B(1100)
A(1000)
B(1100)
F(1101)
B(1100)
D(1110)
C(1010)
P 2
P 2P3
P2P4
P2P3P4
P 3
P2P
P3PN
P2 P 3P4
P4
P2P
- P4
P 2 P 3P4
l-P2P3
(1-P2P3)e 4
1-P2P 4
(1-PzP4)P 3
1-P 3 PL
(I-P 3P )P 2
1-P 2 PP 4
P2-P 3
(P 2 -P 3 )P4
P2-P4
(P 2 -P4) P 3
P3-PL
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
0
-p PP
-pfPP2
-(P 3 P4+P4P 3)P 1P 2
P 3Pl(or PlP 3 )
P3PIP2
PlP3P4
(PIP 2+ p2P)P 3P4
PfP 1 (or pP 1 )
P4 P 1P 2
PlP 3 P
(PIP/+ P 2 P1 )P 3P4
P 3 PlP2
Pl(1-P2P3)Pq-P2P 1 P 3P4
P4lPP 2
P1(1-P 2PI4)P 3 -P 2 P 1P 3P
1-P3P 4
(Pl 2 P 2P) (1-P 3P-)
(P 1 P 2 +P 2 P 1 ) (1-P 3 P 4 )
P 3 Pj (or piP 3 )
P 1 P 3 P4+pP 1P 2
PqP1 (or PP4)
PI(P 2 -P4)P 3+ P 2 P 1P 3
P 1(P 3 -P4)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)(+)
0
0
-P2
-P2P3
0
0
-P 3
-P2P3
1
P2
P 3
P2P3
0
1 -P2P3
P2
P 2 P 3
P 3
P2P3
0
-(Pz-P3)
1
P 3
1
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
Table 1 (continued)
T -T
xy
(P3-P4)P 2
P2-P3P4
P 3 -P 2P4
P4-P 2P 3
xy h xh
(P 1 P 2 +P 2 P 1 ) (P 3 -P4)
Pl (I-P 3 P4)
P1 (P-P 2 P4)-P 2 P 1P 4
Pl(P4-P 2 P)-pP I 3
or -P4Pl(1-PZP3) + P 3P 1P2P4
** or -p 3 P I (1-P2P4) + p4PIP2P3
D(10)
B(1100)
C(I010)
E(1001)
F(1101)
G(1011)
F(1101)
D(1110)
Notes:
(+)
P 2
-1
(+)
(+)
(+)
(-)
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The fxy column gives the argument of D in the expression of
xyxy
T -T as a function of D, 41, and P2 for any two strategies X and Y.
The gxy and hxy columns give respectively the arguments of i 1 and p2 .
A (+) (resp. a (-)) in the f column means that f (t) is always
xy xy
positive (resp. negative) and therefore that T -T increases (resp.
x y
decreases) as tz- tl increases. Similarly, a (+), (resp. a (-)) in the
g column means that g) is always positive (resp. negative) and that
xy xy
T -T increases (resp. decreases) as t 3 -t 2 increases; and a (+) (resp.xy
a (-)) in the h column means that h (t) is always positive (resp.
xy xy
negative) and that T -T increases (resp. decreases) as t4- t3 increases.x y
For example, the last row gives that
TD-T = ](- )+W, [-F- fl ) f P) + *-,z (0.119)
i.e. using (3.116), (3.117), (3.118)
- ,6 -L-3 L - LW AL (3.120)
TD-T E decreases as t4- t3 increases, but there is no rule about the
variations with respect to t2- tl and t3- t2.
Although the 4-route case is obviously an extension of the 3-route
case, it is difficult to detect from the 3-route case results and
from this table, any interesting pattern linking the 3-route case and
the 4-route case, which could be extended to the general case of n routes
and could provide some indications on the behavior of the most general
case.
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Chapter 4
Clever Passenger
4.1 The "Clever" Passenger
The idea of the "clever" passenger is suggested by C. Chriqui and
P. Robillard in their paper.
The "clever" passenger is the passenger who looks at the time he/she
already waited at the bus stop and continuously updates the strategy
he/she will choose depending on this time.
The choice problem of the "clever" passenger is an extension of the
problem studied in the previous chapters. The optimal strategy for the
previous problem will not necessarily be always optimal for the "clever"
passenger; it will be only the strategy he/she chooses at his/her time
of arrival at the bus stop.
4.2 Expected Total Travel Time
Obviously, formula (1.8) derived previously is no longer a valid
expression for the expected total travel time. It just expresses the
expected total travel time at the moment the passenger arrives at the
bus stop.
Let X be the strategy of using just any route, X' a strategy corres-
ponding to a given subset of the set of all routes, and t the time the
passenger has already waited at the bus stop. Now, since we assume
that the passenger has already waited to and takes this time into account,
we have to make all expectations conditional on the fact, the waiting time
w is greater than t
x o
w > t (4.1)x o
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The expected value of the waiting time given this condition is
E(wr, /4> Jo Bt. pob (tcu< t+4/4x > o)< (4.2)
prob ,t<\rj< I-t / , c) -
=1 i > L-, (4.3)
Then substituting (4.3) into (4.2), we obtain
P~ t~~)
)] +J dW-
(integrating by parts)
(4.4)
Let X" be the strategy of using any route except those used in strategy
X. We have similarly:
(4.5)
>00 ) = ____ 
_ p_ _b (__ ___EJ > L )
pro >) (4.6)
a( b<u <+ At) -prob L- )/ t)
prob Vr > )
Ix P(Ct) dt1,- + *
S 00+
P 0+t,
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(4.7)
(4.8)
p,-k,(,,-x. - Pr.. Leo)
Combining (4.6), (4.7), (4.8),
obtain:
e k 'A. A,/,-- >, O ) =
(4.9)
and (4.9) and substituting in (4.5), we
i4Z
ltn t ,t)tP ~~
.tO , cld
*~ Je )
= +
PgL~to)
oD I ,o+ 0
(integrating by parts as
previously)
(4.10)
Let r be a route included in strategy X and Xr be the strategy of
taking any route but route number r. The probability that a bus of
route r arrives first is:
jAx i = o (hr = hkx / ,, r-o )
(4.11)
(4.12)
j< \. rtrr< /,xrx Ano ) Peo 6L uyx-r> /%Ax >L-o
-pr (H -j ; >.
Pr, (to)1
o * t<t.
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(using the previous result of prob(t<w x,<t+dt/w >t ) with x' being the
strategy of using route number r only).
p'o b ( ,,>/,.1 = pobtxr >L ). prob (w,~ o / r
prob L% >to)
_ ,- ). pro k( o/ > ) (4.13)
prot,,b t- ~/r>k }= pob (wrk I ) - p'Ob (Wrr,>.)
pob Pr, (' / (," > ) - Pr k\W ) (4.14)
?( )c o xx -.>) = I
pra6b (W Lr 5W w\q > 6) - pco; rx<>o
Pcob~wt
t- < czo
Combining (4.13), (4.14), and (4.15), we get
if t*,kr Lt)S( tt-
LY Pr kt.-o)=1 4 j k<L.
Substituting (4.12) and (4.16) in (4.11), we obtain
- J~ .tP-.'.) P-Xrtt- ) Lo)
4,c t ;)
(4.15)r w~b
(4.16)
(4.17)
Ps, *Pr ( )
~prl-~Fk,(t) dr
perct) ~c(t,)Jo
P c IM.( %rA ,> L / ",rx> k- )
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Let now r be a route included in strategy X' and X'r be the strategy
of taking any route included in strategy X', but route number r.
We have similarly:
(4.18)lr(l=f Pr.'t-<r,4< +46/wx*o). pr'boo */1 u>)
prob (ur,>do)
Px'r (L) prob ,> o/ \ >6 (.4.19)
prob ( -, >/W,,E-) = prob(w , , o/'nI,,). prob(.rto., b(j,,>.)
pprob ( ,, K>/ .*,0/v pk)j px (tb) (4.20)
Similarly to (4.15):
p rob >
Combining (4.19), (4.20), and (4.21), we get
=4 t:< o
(4.22)
1 =
;g -~t
;. 4z<L-
(4,21)
*X) r t)
P-A'Ir O
p,,( -, - , ? P J p. , (o3
e, cco)
?('b (\'rkC ,r / VrG A =
Fx~r (H. fCt).3xr~o
Ir 406 l w / ,r ~ 3)
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Substituting (4.12) and (4.22) in (4.18), we obtain
0) 
- t )
(4.23)- O T t oE Pxf LL 4 1
LC-,to)
Finally, the expected total travel time with strategy X is, using equa-
tions (4.4) and (4.17)
S(to)
- ( L- + r ) -+ IT _Pz k L- 4 O
+ reX rC-X
T or)X
rfeX
(4.24)
In the same way, the expected total travel time with strategy X' is,
using equations (4.10) and (4.23)
T,i L:'* + Pa i C
rX'
(4.25)
We note that the same formulae apply for X' as for X, but, although
this makes sense, it was necessary to prove it, since in both cases, the
condition is w > t
x o
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4.3 A Simple Property
As stated in section 1.4, it can be shown that, the passenger always
includes route number 1, the route with the shortest in-vehicle travel
time between A and B, in his/her selected routes, no matter how long he/
she has already waited.
Let X be a strategy not including route number 1 and x' = x + (1,0 ... 0)
i.e. the strategy including the same routes as x plus route number 1.
[There is no relation with the notations x, x' in the last section.]
Let w denote now the waiting time for the first bus of any route to arrive.
o
From equations (4.17)/(4.23), we can write
€yl = IC , , = e (4.26)
rtX
0 Pl+t o) PT(-0)k J ,6+i 0)Tf- i+ )
H44 (x')= = (4.28)
re
Then, we have
(.- /'b'= Z, - -x-_ 
_ _ (4.29)
Ely/v~r0-~t, ) t.()+ : L rx
rfr (4.30)
T, kL-.) 4 V: O Tx LL-0 )Ct~
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We have
J: c < = - P> j:<l Px)o) Jo1+J - ?+g, ?CL+o) Pl ~a-t
;f
(integrating by parts) (4.31)
because Px(t) is the derivative of -P (t) and P (t) = II P (t).
r x
Then, since tl<tr for all r#1, the following inequality holds.
rTf
~ lex
Itpr
Because of expressions (4.29) and (4.30), this means that we have
E L-,Xo>tko)< E ( ,, > t- )
(4.32)
(4.33)
We also have
x I- x (4.34)
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because the derivation of (1.20)/(1.9) in Chapter I is still valid, since
it is only concerned with the random variables w , and w and not with
X x --
any kind of their expected values.
Therefore, from the two inequalities (4.33) and (4.34), we obtain
Tx,= E, r /wro> o ) 4 ( XE/ 1A,7) < Tx= E( /,r 1o+,- L/ +(/ r0 ) (4.35)
Strategy X', including route number 1 is better for the passenger than
strategy X. Thus, the best strategy always includes route number 1, the
quickest route.
4.4 2-Route Case
In this section, we wish to study the "clever" passenger's optimal
strategy, in the simplest case with respect to the number of routes,
namely the case of two routes.
Let A = (1,0) (4.36)
B = (1,1) (4.37)
We have according to general formulae (4.24)/(4.25)
TA= 0+ (o 0 (4.38)
'i ±4 t (4.39)
P4 k-O)Pz( -O
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Substracting (4.38) from (4.39),
(1,1-
~
) o t -7-Ta- ?2.-t~ If~?4L kL-9)) 4k,f (440)
Intuitively, it seems reasonable that the passenger's optimal strategy
might consist of accepting both routes at the beginning of his/her waiting
reached or exceeded a certain fixed threshold value T, i.e.
with possibly T = 0 or + oo,
but never (1,0) for t < T
O -
(1,1) for t > TO -
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To explore whether this is in fact true, we need to look at how TA
and TB very as a function of t .B o
A simiplified expression (4.38) that facilitates its study can be
written for TA:
7 e r+ =aitt (4.38)
The remaining waiting time (the passenger has already waited to) is
~TA- Eo- = 
? (4.39)
In the case of negative exponentially distributed wl, (Pl(t) = aeat)
we can see that
(4.40)
(4.41)
T.. =  r -t + -
i . T'- t -
The remaining waiting time is constant in this case.
In the case of uniformly distributed wl, (Pl(t) = {l/a0
for t<a
for t>a;
l-t/a for t<a
0) = for t>a)
we obtain
(4.42)
2- Lt-o ZQ. ,
and then, simplifying,
4 -
i.e.
Hence, in that case,
Tpr - O - , = 13 f
The remaining waiting time is zero, as we reach the maximum value of
the waiting time, a.
This result, intuitively, can be generalized for all waiting times
with a finite maximum value a, i.e.
L a,4
and thus PAL0')= O
(4.46)
t 7o (4.47)
so that, after (4.39),
P, (L0)
f 4 P(a)
J, F4t",
The functions of t ,O . Pl(t)dt and Pl(to), can be expanded according to
a Taylor series, when t is close to a:
o
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(4.43)
(4.44)
C- = 'A (4.45)
(4.48)
Ior
for
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fL_ + --- (4.49)
o.- (4.50)
and then:
j- i 
-)s)o - (=--- (4.51)
T(R) IZ
then 'A-tQ - - (4.52)
for to close a, and particularly,
T-fo- or = . (4.45)
Moreover, since TA-to-t1 = Pl(t)dt > 0 for to = 0, the quantity
TA-tl-to, the remaining waiting time, decreases globally as to increases
towards a, as we might intuitively expect.
Let us go back, now, to the case of a general distribution, to see
if this property of global decrease still always holds. We can differen-
tiate the remaining waiting time with respect to to, from (4.39), to
Sobtain:
T 
_-_-____ ___o S4 l- (4.53)
+ 1 P ) 00
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From this point, we can study the variations of TA-tl-to as t
increases. But, we can also in letting (TA-tl-to take different
dt o
particular forms, and find out, in solving the differential equation
in P1 expressed by (4.53), which distribution will imply each of these
particular forms.
Thus, for example, if we set T- - 0o= O (4.54)
i.e. T .- W' = constant (4.55)
we have, after (4.39)
-- o_ o.v (4.56)
cofsecQwSt k (4.57)
jo - <1
L% P , oJO - <tdL0  + COvAS -" (4.58)
4[ 0
= 
0os cL- (4.59)
Since, we must have Pl(0) = 1 and lim P1 (t ) = 0
0t +C
-ktk must be positive and Pl(t ) = e o . (4,60)O
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We, therefore, obtain the negative exponential distribution. We, thus,
have shown that the negative exponential distribution is the only one
for which the remaining waiting time is constant.
As another example, we can now set
4A (T - _ - k
i.e. after (4.53),
-- k+1
P4 (L-0) 4
(4.62)
If we denote
i.e.
P1 (t+to)dt
rl
by y, this expression can be re-written as
(4.63)
(4.64)
where a is an
integration constant
i
"YL' \Ct0 (4.61)
i.e.
i.e. T k
Uo . O
I~ -- ql+)~Vtni.e.
(4.65)
(4.66)
(4.67)
~s-k(ta-ta)
i.e. (4.68)
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iwe. i3' =- to 4%jbv - 1i.e.+ * , (4.60)
1Since we must have P1 (O) = 1 and Pl(t)dt finite, we must have - + 1 > 1
ok
i.e. k > 0 and
, [ol- (4.61)
i.e. with 0= - (4.62)
: I= 4 (4.63)
Thus, we obtain the type of distribution that we have described earlier
and used extensively in chapter 3, to contradict different properties.
We have shown here that this type of distribution is the only one for
which the remaining waiting time is linear (constant derivative) and
moreover, that in this case, the slope is necessarily positive (k>0),
meaning that the remaining waiting time will increase as t increases
and will even go to infinity as to goes to infinity.
Therefore, again, this type of distribution produces a counter-
intuitive behavior; the more the passenger has waited already, the more
likely he is still going to wait. This distribution exhibits as we have
seen in chapter 3, some peculiarities that the more common distributions
do not have:
-slow convergence to 0 as time increases
- moments are infinite after a certain order.
However, from a practical point of view, it might be possible to
meet some very special cases, where the more the passenger has already
waited, the more he is going to wait: this would be true, for example
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in the case of a strike or of an accident; the more the passenger waits
for the bus, the greater the probability that there is a strike or
an accident, and the less likely that the bus is going to arrive at the
bus stop.
Finally, it must be interesting to look at TB and TB-TA, with this
special type of distribution:
let tI)z .. (4.69)
i.e. j [)= " }=
ie -") -) (4.70)
Then using formula (4.38), we obtain,
TP-z o + - +- -- + (4.71)
We retrieve here the fact that with this type of distribution we have
1 1k - i.e. n k + 1, where k is the slope of the remaining waiting
time TA-to-t 1 with respect to to: expression (4.62).
Using formula (4.41), we obtain after simplification,
-t k L , ) - - .T - (k- + (4.72)
Therefore, we can see that TB-T A goes to -o as to goes to +w, thus
T B-TA will be negative for high values of to, meaning that (1,1) will
be the best strategy for high values of t o. On the other hand, choosing
a adequately, we can have TB-TA positive for low values of to, meaning
that (1,0) will be the best strategy for such low values of t 0O
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In this way, we will get exactly the reverse of property (DA)--
which was thought to be intuitively impossible. Again, the type of
distribution given by (4.69) and (4.70) leads to results contrary to
what one might reasonably or intuitively expect.
As a matter of information, from (4.71) and (4.72) we can easily
deduce TB
T= -2, + t - t- +) (4.73)
+-P' 4p'
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In many cities, bus routes sometimes share common sections. When
several bus routes share a common section between two points A and B, the
passenger willing to go from A to B is faced by the problem of choosing
which bus line(s) to take.
Because some routes might have a very long travel time between A
and B, we may disregard them. We assume that the passenger will choose
an optimal strategy: he/she will select a subset among the set of all
routes passing through A and B so as to minimize his total expected travel
time (expected waiting time and expected in-vehicle travel time). Once
this subset is selected, the passenger will take the first vehicle
serving one of the routes in this subset, arriving at A.
The purpose of this thesis was to study the problem of the passenger
route-choice decision in a probabilistic framework: on each bus line,
the headway has a certain known distribution and the passenger arrives
at a random time at the bus stop, so that the time for the first bus of
each line to arrive at A is also a random variable. Because we showed
that only the expected value of in-vehicle travel time between A and B
for each bus line matters, in-vehicle travel times were considered
deterministic.
We reviewed the problem of choosing a subset of routes in Chapter 1
and showed that the shortest travel time route is always included in the
optimal strategy both for the case of the passenger who has just arrived
and for the case of the passenger who has already waited for a while.
(We showed the latter in Chapter 4.)
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In Chapter 3, we reviewed the Chriqui and Robillard heuristic solu-
tion for the optimal strategy, found conditions under which it fails,
and provided counterexamples. The failure of this heuristic in the
general case prompted the study performed in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3 consisted of an extensive investigation of the case of
three bus lines. We demonstrated that many properties which we might
expect to be true are indeed valid in the cases of negative exponential
and deterministic headways. But; as we have shown these properties are
in fact false in the most general case; there is at least one class of
distributions for which these properties fail to hold. There seem to be
very few general statements that can be made regarding optimal strategies
unless the waiting time distributions are further constrained. The case
of four bus lines also showed how much more complicated the problem
becomes as the number of routes increases.
The problem of the "clever" passenger, who has already waited for a
certain time, and takes this time into account in making his route-choice
decision, was described in Chapter 4. We discovered there that it is
possible to find some distributions for which the remaining waiting time
actually increases with the time the passenger has already waited.
Thus, the study of the problem of common bus lines revealed that this
problem is much more difficult to solve than anticipated, and we have not
been able to find a generally valid algorithm for it.
The cases, for which the counterintuitive results of chapters 3 and 4
were obtained, involved the same family of probability density function.
This family of distributions, which is among several that could exhibit
the same type of behavior, was used for reasons of algebraic convenience.
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It belongs to a set of distributions that have, unlike usual waiting time
distributions, peculiar properties; in particular, all moments of the
distribution above a certain order are infinite.
In this respect, an area for possible extension of this research
is to study further the problem of the optimal strategy of the passenger,
"clever" or not, restricting the investigation to waiting time distribu-
tions which do not exhibit the peculiar properties mentioned above.
Since, we have found that the Chriqui and Robillard heuristic
approach cannot even by applied in the case of deterministic headways,
further research would be needed to develop a new one. But, because
many intuitive statements are not true in all cases, this research should
take place in the restricted framework of waiting times or headways
distributions that fit more closely the actual behavior of buses along
a bus route.
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Appendix A
Logical relationships (BA) to (BV) presented in Chapter III, can
be studied in a way which is just a direct extension of the method used
to study relationships (AA), (AB), (AC), and (AD) in Chapter 3.
Moreover, across all relationships (BA) to (BV), proofs are very
similar to each other, both with respect to the approach taken and to
the type of results obtained.
Therefore, only typical proofs are given here, each one correspond-
ing to one of the types of results obtained. The specific relationships
to be discussed are (BA), (BB), (BD), (BF), (BG), (BU).
i) Relationship (BA):
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
+ (1,0,0) better than (1,1,1), (BA)
(1,1,0) better than (1,1,1)
i.e. T -T > 0
+- T -T >O (EA)
T -T > 0 D AD B
i.e. using equations (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18), and dropping the terms
in $ as in Chapter 3,
S0 (EB)
which is after (3.12) and denoting k= t2-t1
--" =)1 k) k \' - -C [- w oL L) F- ~ , t-o (EC)
(ED)
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i.e. k7 J OPt1F
-k -7 P,4W P1 tW P Al) t-
'?'H LtL) ?tWtW) A
which is only possible for all k, when
(A. 1)
(A.2)
Using the fact that P2 (t) = 1-P 2 (t) and j pl(t)dt = 1, (A.1), can be
reduced to:
j~l~l~ ~ P~~lltlW . '(L j-tH ICI TdrCj"ocLw%~r
(A.3)
We can also notice that inequality (A.2) is the same as inequality (A.1),
with subscripts 2 and 3 interchanged. Therefore, inequality(A.2)implies
an inequality (A.4) which is the same as (A.2) with subscripts 2 and 3
interchanged. Thus, if P (t) = P3 (t), both (A.3) and (A.4) reduce to oneI.
f L L- I [I~ - !Fz U-) F LH I a L
J , k t) ?z LH , LH A b
J:* PF L0 PzL- P31L 46
}: .1tLH FILH P3LH ak
PkLt [1- pFw -kLt I3 db
/, *?)6) i- ez LB FatW] t-
/ *,<c C- Y2CH i~3JtW
> Z' F4(0F3LVJ 'a bDitl~lt d +J,Fofl (H l(W 46 f:?,kPI"~h~p;~
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inequality (A.5).
>.pt l-)4L (L+ - .4j: -,+r FwatJ'dt jf .,+ +/t~dt
> Atf p2,()? _PJ Lk)t 4J:%8 F,"' 4.) J: 0 ~Jti~ F1. 4 A M AL-
Then if P tI ine
L6 + -a %
i.e. - -
(L+ -a)V
(6.5) becomes, in a similar way to some derivations in part 3.4,
n a- 41 V'
.- 4 A-Q- n4-p V%4-Z J nci v?-A n+p n.!+z I .-- n zp
i.e. after simplifications,
-2p2 > 0
(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
(A.9)
which is not true. Therefore, relationship (BA) is not true for waiting
times distributed according to (A.6) and (A.7), with certain values of
t 2 -t l , and small t 3 - t 2 .
ii) Relationship (BB):
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,1)
-+ (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1) (BB)
/p~lt(l+-)g't!
% +,: + +l- J
T -T >o
D C
+ T -T > 0
TD-TA> oDA
i.e. using equations (3.16), (3.18), and (3.15), and dropping the terms
in i again,
(EF)
t ?I F) > o
0 ( - Fai) > 0
which is after (3.12)
jo [ ky 0l- set7" ,. ) L -a.7o
J: [ kl4t W -- t)3 14 - t tt] dt>o
.e.
- i:* 0 - 4W- 3 L ') AIL > o
12 P(-) P3  - -
J cp+-! PP3>M <
jO ~~lJ 1 J VIC3 t (EH)
which is only possible when
). ,/ tt-%H ; t-1f3t dt-,120 ~F3 &
(A.10)
J ; tlh qrt at
/J 0 ,tW' P3t- d "
7- 3OJrFl1F -
p ~t ~cw t
(A.11)
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i.e.
(EE)
(EG)
--- ~ m_(q)so
i
=3 k '
Reducing these two inequalities, we find that both of them give:
JII 4( ?L) X - ( P.kW Fi3 R I r WI P3 L tW -
ib'K ctv P Tk H P2, t H -k L- - PjkW %ti pH LL-) ~PcL-i -LL (A.12)
This proves that, in fact, (A.10) is true whenever (A.11) is true, and
vice versa. But (A.10) is the inequality we obtain when we study
(El)
and (6.11) is the inequality we obtain when we study
(EJ)( (4 1 -)'0=:) Z(?I)>O
(EI) and (EJ) are respectively the relationships expressed using 4,
(terms in i dropped) associated with relationships (AD) and (AC).
Therefore, for small values of t2-tl, the three relationships (BB), (AD),
and (AC) are equivalent, since they are equivalent to the same inequality
(A.12). Thus, relationship (BB) is not true, since (AD) and (AC) are
not, according to Chapter 3.
iii) Relationship (BD):
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,0)
-+ (1,0,0) better than (1,1,1) (BD)
' ('T3 O -) m o,>
i.e. T D-T C > 0
T -T >0BA
+ TD-T A > 0
i.e. using equations (3.16), (3.14), (3.18), and dropping the terms in
~(p~p) O
~f (p7t, 0 (EL)
which after (3.12), and processing the inequalities as in the previous
cases one gives the following conditions:
(A.13)
.L P-) FkH a
(A.14),
Reducing these inequalities:
S00,j
j~D ~c~\t ~t +o" P )Btr'~c~a+ J~~p~tl ~Y d3LL d
(A.15)
. f1%~4W)PH i 3 f~Mdtl0MHH~ UdC 4.J@O. A1 tt~~ ~- L H 'a b (A. 16)
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(EK)
f-Zt) El -720 Fzl dt
-~ c~ c~-qi~)) o
j} ~tPtW dr th Ab f tW (-tat J
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With 'I',- lo
1%iUlt "9 (A.17)
(A.15) reduces to
pq(p+q) > 0 (A.18)
(A.16) reduces to
-pq(p+q) > 0 (A.19)
Therefore, the condition for at least one of the two inequalities to be
true is verified. The usual type of distribution, defined by equation
(3.55) does not work here as a counterexample.
iv) Relationship (BF):
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
i.eo TD-T > 0
T -T A > 0
ST B-T A > 0
+ (1,0,0) better than (1,1,0) (BF)
(EM)
i.e. using equations (3.16), (3.15), (3.14), and dropping the terms in
C ) > o ) Z tkP2 *O (EN)
which after (3.12), and processing the inequalities as usual gives:
cfl- 1 11~~t
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J:- fkt pa J: tO 2t" ck
-J ?O P 3te 4 t at t: ,
which reduces to
Jf &tt-) fHkti 4-foaa - tt) FzkWi ;) 4 0,? ~~~
+ J-ftedt ~1P~Af J@(<1 -) (t) f J e-)l+tedfbp.f.(tle , ,(t
or
',>t-)t r ftwit FJ4fM( d?4Ut) + -r + F0Iti J 1 WoIz) d (
fP~IW e rP5U:.)P a2
(A.22) reduces to
-(2n+p+q)(p-1) - 2n(n+q) > 0
which is false, and (A.23) reduces to
pq(p-q) > 0
(A.20)
(A. 21)
(A.22)
(A.23)
With (A.24)
(A.25)
t. .CL-
(A.26)
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which is false too, for p<q. Therefore, relationship (BF) is not true
for waiting times distributed according to (A.24), with p<q.
v) Relationship (BG):
(1,0,1) better than (1,1,1)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,0)
i.e. T D-T C > 0
T B-T A > 0B A
+ T -T A > 0C A
+ (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
(BG)
(EO)
i.e. using equations (3.16), (3.14), (3.15), and dropping the terms in
1$),
(EP)
- (T?' o
which, processing the inequalities gives
J- J 1) P3LdtJj -4 PatWr-t W,tP  L H .4
This reduces to
J'0 Wt0 FC- %I t+ jF(1 A3a k ,I
(A.27)
(A.28)
J >' d I -V JJo ,U~J H d FI 3-Ijb (A. 29)
141t 5 -.-I1
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or
>,f L 4t';jHdtP + JF JJ1OO*- (kH' W 4S'O Ftl) 4('1'3 0-1 (A.30)
If P2 (t) = 1, P2 (t) = 0, both inequalities (A.29) and (A.30) become:
i> J CIOP3 0r 4 IoP(Cd.J~,tpc~ (A.31)
Therefore, just as with relationships (AA), (AB), (AC), (AD), in chapter
3, (A.31) is contradicted, and (BG) is not true for waiting times which
are distributed the following way:
yc ' 0) zt(k-) W -1 (A.32)
with certain values t2 - tl, and small t3-t2.
vi) Relationship (BU)
(1,0,0) better than (1,1,1)
(1,1,0) better than (1,0,1)
-+ (1,0,0) better than (1,0,1)
i.e. T D-T A > 0
T -T > 0
- TC-T A > 0 (EQ)
i.e. using equations (3.18), (3.19), (3.15), and dropping the terms in
--) D h (ER)-
(BU)
IS_ (Fz-9f 00
(ER)
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which is after (3.12)
jtgo UkstoW-P 4 II3C ~ft 3 Ak 0
f~' i JV'. -e .W J P-q-f\~k )O
i.e.
k If w3 aPt)-J~l~t'7~ P-4 mE;jco- IL (ET)
If P 1 (t) [P 2 (t)-P 3 (t)]dt <0 i.e.J pl(t)[P3 (t)-P2 (t)]dt > 0
o o
then, we can proceed
I., J: F t- 1C- - k-)'J "
-- ) k> J96~lq~l t
k<
JoL I) CAW -Fpj W)j3 aL
oo kv) Lo ltrt at
"'Oft -f 4* 13~~1 dt
This is logically equivalent to
f9O 9'k-jDA,(HSW~tW]lJop~~-~~ qrrij: f> tW ifFt C- ?t lJdt > .3toAE(EV)
which is logically equivalent to having at least one of the two following
inequalities true:
(ES)
(A.33)
(EU)
~ - CpWf ,(H ?-~cMP3 (H'O
-108-
jeo FAA C3(L-1 -7?.LL-)] a r f -4 t C -fa ko F* 13 a
or
If(A.35) reduces to
(A.35) reduces to
-pq(p+q) > 0
'T' 1'3 (A.36)
(A.37)
which is false, and (A.36) reduces to
(A.38)
i.e. for p=q+l,
(A.39)
which is false with n=q=2, (p=3).
Since in this case, p>q, assumption (A.33) is verified, relationship
(BU) will not be true for waiting times distributed the following way
(A. 40)3,4 4
with certain values of t2-tl, and small t 3 -t 2,
(A.34)
(A. 35)
P-t' ) Cn-416e)f V) I + 4t(9- ) ("+q-1 )r p4 1 )3 <1o0
LF+-) Cn-I) tC, *-)(t*)\^+# )- V I(+-9-t) (nOq0 < ) .
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